
WEEK FOUR

AWAKENED



Manifesting With Intuition 
THE STORY THAT THE SOURCE INSIDE YOU IS TELLING
The source inside you is always tell a story. It's a flow that moves
through you, wisdom that moves through you. 

If we tune in, there is a story of optimism, health, happiness,
gratitude and joy within us. There is also stories of lack, scarcity,
and fear. We can choose at any time to tune into the story of
the source inside you. 

This is what your intuition is - the story of Source. 

When we start to shift our awareness from our programmed, 
 automatic reactionary stories and into the story of the divine,
we are able to manifest and hear our intuition much faster &
more reliably.

The source inside you is always saying it's going to be okay,
you're doing a great job and that you are fully on the path to
your best life. The source within you knows HOW everything is
going to come together and your next step.

Can you tune into that story right now?

MANIFESTING WITH INTUITION
One big reason that we want to use our intuition is to bring in
the things we want - change, clarity, material items, love,
friends, career opportunities, calm, self love, travel, money,
health/healing etc. When we tell the story of the Source inside
us and use our intuition 

We use our intuition to manifest by tuning into our next step and
taking that inspired action that is presented to us. We cannot
know all of the steps it will take and in fact we aren't
responsible for all of the steps, we just need to know the next
one and you can use your intuition to know and find your next
step. 



next step. 

YOU ARE ONLY

EVER RESPONSIBLE

FOR YOUR 
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Magnetic Manifesting
1) GRATITUDE + ASKING
"Universe, thank you for guiding me to be/do/have
___________ . I will be waiting and excited about your
guidance and I am ready to take action"

We thank the universe for the guidance, believe in it and expect
this guidance to come. As often as possible you thank the universe
for the guidance to come and for the blessings that are already
in your life.

2) INTUITIVE TYPE EMBODYMENT 
This here is the quantum secret - using your intuition to embody the
result you want. Pull forward your desires by focusing on the
feelings, knowings, sounds, sights, smells that you will be
experiencing once you manifest your goal. 

Use this embodiment in a ritual as you ask or as an ongoing
exercise that accelerates manifestation.

If you are clairsentient, dive into what the feelings will be when
you have what you want. Joy? relief? excitement?
encouragement? confidence? gratitude?

If you are claircognizant, what do you KNOW will happen once
you have your desire? what will be your first actions once it is
manifested?

For clairaudient people, what sounds will you hear when you
receive what you want? Can you hear yourself telling others?
waves on a beach? celebration and applause?

For clairvoyants, what will it look like to have this? what will you
see?

For clairsalients - what will you smell? ocean? new car smell? your
loves cologne, perfume or natural scent? The forest? Candles? 



What is she knowing,
feeling, hearing,

smelling, seeing? 



Magnetic Manifesting
3) ASK FOR YOUR NEXT STEP 

Pray/ask for your next step in moving toward [YOUR GOAL].
Listen, watch, hear and allow the guidance to come. 

Ask yourself "If I knew what the next step was, what would I say it
is?" Be in the receiving mode (go back to week 2 for instant
inspiration). Once you ask, it's important to know that it is being
given. You WILL be nudged, shown, encouraged and pulled
forward in some way or another.

4) INSPIRED ACTION
Inspired action is acting from a place of intuition. Moving toward
the life you want, one action at a time. 

Action propels us forward when it comes from an inspired place -
just like you choosing to do this course!

Inspired action hits you as exciting thoughts, ideas and notions.
Using your knowledge of your intuitive type and how you receive
specific guidance - watch for it to come in knowings, feelings,
images or sounds.

The biggest, most important aspect of this step is ACTION. You
need to take action my love.  You have had a million inspired
ideas in your life - but how often have you acted on them? How
"good" are you at acting on your inspiration? 

When you launch your desire and then take intentional, inspired
action - it's only a matter of time before it becomes yours. 

All you need to EVER focus on is the next step. When you are
actively working toward anything - you're only job is the next step.
I don't get obsessed with the whole picture because I know that
my job is the next step and that it will always be presented to me
as I follow the manifestation process.



Identifying The Next Step
WHAT NEXT STEPS LOOK LIKE
Keep in mind the next step may be releasing something that is
blocking you, an action to propel you forward, a realization,
investing in something or a new way of thinking about your
situation.

This is why we need to be open to everything in our lives and
look at everything as a teacher. Even frustrations, "bad days",
negative thoughts and low vibes are teachers that help us to
move to the next step.

It's important to know that your "next step" is being given to you
all the time and is usually not obviously connected to your vision.
Sometimes it's a clear and obvious step but often it's indirectly
getting you to your goal quicker than you could plan out
yourself.

Often we discount the "small" inner nudges to take a walk, call
a friend, journal or read a caertain book but those are all
working for you to step into the life you're meant for and attract
more miracles into your life.
 
Often as humans we think we know the steps and how they
should look. This control makes the manifestation process take
longer and has us go the long way.

IF YOU DON'T KNOW YOUR NEXT STEP...
This is really important. If you don't know you next step - just still
and focus on being in receiving mode.  This is often "the
problem" - we act out of desperation, not inspiration. If I dont
know my next step, I focus on being receptive and open and
wait for it to present itself. Once it does, I practice acting on it
fast! 

When I feel stagnant and like the next step isn't coming to me I
just chill, wait and journal daily (or when it feels right) - trusting
that the next step is on it's way. I can be patient and wait for the
Universe to align with my deisre and show me the next step. 



DESIRE CALLS IT

FORWARD.

ACTION ALLOWS

IT TO

manifest



Magnetic Manifesting Journalling
I am ready to manifest......

When this has manifested – 
I will feel ....
I know that I will....
I will see....
I will smell...
I will hear...

Thank you guides and angels for....

I am willing and ready to have the next step in manifesting
_________ revealed to me.

Lately I have been feeling ____________ -  this could be showing
me my next step by encouraging me to..... 

I know when something is an inspired idea by....

I am willing and ready to act on the inspired ideas/thoughts/
realizations that come to me because....

The version of myself that has already manifested this is.... 

 



This Week
This week is about focusing on
manifesting with your intuition

and intuitive type embodiment!

PRACTICE INTUITIVE TYPE EMBODIMENT
AS AN ONGOING EXERCISE

FLOW THROUGH THE MANIFESTATION
JOURNALLING TO ACTIVATE YOUR
DESIRES AND GOALS 

PRACTICE TAKING INSPIRED ACTION

The Good Feeling Life



IF YOU ARE HIGHLY MOTIVATED AND
WANT MORE INTUITIVE

DEVELOPMENT SUPPORT
AFTER THIS PROGRAM ENDS

Third Eye 
MASTERMIND

CALLS TWICE PER MONTH

INTUITIVE DEVELOPMENT
PRACTICE + ACTIVATION ON

EACH CALL

PERSONAL SUPPORT IN A
SMALL GROUP

DEC 9TH 
DEC 16TH
DEC 30TH
JAN 13TH
JAN 27TH
FEB 10TH
FEB 24TH
MAR 10TH

 
ALL CALLS ARE AT 1PM PST

YES PLEASE

http://taliajoymanifestation.thrivecart.com/thirdeye/

